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ABSTRACT
Modular packaging facilitate customization for accommodating variable product sizes in a product family.
When determining package sizes for product variability, packaging engineers does not find difficulty
to determine package dimension for less product variety whereas if the product variety is more, then
determining the dimension of modular package involves complex decision-making and time-consuming
process to find the optimal solution. This in turn directly impacts the overall lead time of the supply chain.
Thus, in this paper a dynamic programming is developed to determine the quantity and dimension of
modular packages for every demand of assorted products sizes. The program helps in finding the optimum
modularity level of the modular packaging by identifying the midpoint between reduced space wastage and
minimum production quantity. Four different case studies are employed in this research to illustrate how the
levels of modularity has the effect on reducing the source material wastage by volume. From the results of
the case studies, the percentage improved in the container space utilization is represented.
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INTRODUCTION
Industrial packaging is required in distributing
products of large volume in areas such as Telecom,
Healthcare, Aerospace etc. In these cases, depending on the functional application of the product and
the customer demand, product variety increases.
Existing engineered crates are constrained to be
manufactured to maintain minimum order quantity
(MOQ) based on the customer demand. To address
this issue, modular packaging concept was introduced to facilitate package customization for accommodating variable product sizes in a product family.
Previously research works were published on modular
packaging conceptual designs [1] and its experimental investigation [2]. One of the aspects to validate the
performance of modular crates is to find out whether
the modular crates are designed with reduced source
material by weight and volume [3-5]. However, to
reduce source material by volume, effective crate
size modularization for product dimensional variability should be achieved. This in turn reduces space
wastage inside the crates improving warehouse and
truck space utilization [6], maximizing unit load
efficiency and improving sustainability [7-10]. Also,
when product variety is increased, determining the
optimal number of crates will minimize the cost and
space [11]. Therefore, in this paper, optimum modularity level for effective crate size customization at times
of increased product size variability is discussed to
reduce the source material wastage by volume.
Package solution providers have to find the
dimension and quantity to be produced for the order
placed by the customers. Packaging engineers face
no difficulty when determining box quantity and
box dimension for less product variety with low
dimensional change whereas on the other side it
would be challenging and time consuming when
determining box sizes for more product variety. This
in turn increases the overall lead time of the entire

supply chain. Thus, in order to reduce lead time
[12-15], overcome this complexity in decision-making and to determine the modular box sizes, a computational program is developed to provide quick
solution on order placement. When variable product
sizes are provided by the customer, the developed
program can be used by the packaging engineers to
find the optimum modularity level by identifying
the mid-point between space wastage and production quantity. One another need for finding optimum
modularity level is to identify the effective box size
modularization to improve container space utilization. The program is developed to call for the input
either in length-wise or width-wise dimension of the
size variability as the modular package architecture developed was customizable in one dimension.
The output of the program provides the following 1)
Space wastage for different modularity levels and 2)
Production quantity with dimensions for both parent
box and subassemblies. In addition to this, the functionality of the program is analyzed with different
cases of industrial product varieties of same product
family. From the findings of the program, percentage
of improved container space utilization for different
modularity levels is represented.

METHODOLOGY
Python is a programming language used successfully in thousands of real-world business applications
around the world, including many large applications
and mission critical systems. In the present context
employing a heuristic approach [16] for determining
the optimum modularity level would help to overcome
the time-consuming process of choosing the appropriate box size for different product varieties. Therefore, in the present work a Dynamic programming is
developed and the flowchart of the program workflow
is described in figure 1.
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Fig.1: Program Flowchart
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Fig.3: Levels of Modularity

LEVELS OF MODULARITY
The term ‘modularity’ is defined in this instance
as the variable and independent subassemblies
which are replaceable for accommodating different
product sizes. Therefore, the levels of modularity
determine the number of sub-assembly dimensions
to be produced. As a production requirement, it is
mandatory that a minimum dimension of 50 mm is
required to make a sub-assembly using Flat-Post
Tongue joint. The maximum sub-assembly dimension is the input provided by the packaging solution
providers with respect to the test conducted. From
the experimental results [2], the parent box dimension could be customized with the maximum subassembly dimension of 200 mm as shown in figure
2. Therefore, in this context it is understandable
that the subassemblies can be produced to different
dimensions between 50 mm to 200 mm.

Fig.2: Maximum Sub-assembly Dimension

The following discussion provides a better
understanding on how the calculation of sub-assembly dimension for different levels of modularity is
made. Assuming the order placed by the customer
for the variable product size dimensions are 600
mm, 650 mm, 700 mm, 750 mm and 800 mm. For
this requirement, packaging solution providers have
to experimentally analyze the modular box with
sub-assembly attached and validate the box performance to the product weight. From this analysis,
the maximum customizable sub-assembly dimension that the modular box could adopt can be determined. For the present scenario, the maximum customizable sub-assembly dimension is considered as
200 mm. With regard to this, the packaging solution
provider should consider the lowest dimension in
the product size as the parent box dimension. Here,
600 mm is the lowest product size dimension and
therefore, the parent box dimension for all levels of
modularity is 600 mm. The sub-assembly dimension for each modularity level can be calculated by
dividing the maximum sub-assembly dimension
(i.e. 200 mm) by the modularity level. Packaging
solution providers can provide multiple modularity
levels as input but for the point of understanding,
four levels of modularity are discussed below
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As illustrated in the figure 3,
• For modularity level 1, only one sub-assembly
has to be produced with the dimension of 200
mm. The product size 600 mm will fit into
parent box and rest of the product sizes will fit
into the parent box + sub-assembly dimension.
• For modularity level 2, two subassemblies have
to be produced. Dividing the maximum subassembly (200 mm) by the modularity level 2,
the 1st sub-assembly dimension will be 100 mm
and 2nd sub-assembly dimension will be 200 mm.
On accommodating the products into the boxes,
product size of 600 mm will fit into parent box
dimension; product sizes of 650 mm and 700 mm
will fit into parent box + 1st sub-assembly dimension and product sizes of 750 mm and 800 mm
will fit into parent box + 2nd sub-assembly dimension.
• For modularity level 3, three subassemblies have
to be produced. Dividing the maximum subassembly (200 mm) by the modularity level 3,
the 1st sub-assembly dimension will be 66 mm,
2nd sub-assembly dimension will be 133 mm and
3rd sub-assembly dimension will be 200 mm.
Adding the 1st sub-assembly dimension with
the parent box dimension will be 666 mm but
the product size that fit into the parent box + 1st
sub-assembly dimensional box will be 650 mm.
Therefore, in order to reduce the space wastage,
the program automatically considers the last
product size that falls before the sub-assembly
dimension for production i.e., in this case 650
mm will be considered as the 1st sub-assembly
dimension instead of 666 mm. Similarly, this
will be repeated whenever the sub-assembly
dimension does not match exactly to any product
size dimension provided. Thus, for modularity
level 3, 1st sub-assembly dimension will be 50
mm, 2nd dimension will be 100 mm and 3rd subassembly dimension will be 200 mm.
• Following the above methodology, for modularity level 4 the 1st sub-assembly dimension will
be 50 mm, 2nd sub-assembly dimension will be
100 mm, 3rd sub-assembly dimension will be 150
mm and 4th sub-assembly dimension will be 200

mm. Similarly, the sub-assembly dimension for
multiple levels of modularity can be calculated.
It is logical that by increasing the subassemblies
the space wastage inside the box decreases but it
eventually increases the cost of production. Therefore, the decision has to be taken with respect to the
space wastage reduction and production quantity
minimization. With regard to this, a computational
program is developed to identify the space wastage
for all the modularity levels provided. The minimum
modularity level which reduces the space wastage in
comparison to boxes with no modularity function is
identified to determine Optimum Modularity Level.
For the optimum modularity level determined, the
program provides the output of the dimension and
quantity of parent box and sub-assembly.
The methodology by which the program calculates
the space wastage for box with- and without modularity function is explained with an example as follows.
Space Wastage Calculation - Box without
and with Modularity
Consider a product size varies from x1 to x20,
where x1 is the lowest dimension and x20 is the highest
dimension. For this product variety, assuming that
packaging solution provider sets MOQ as 10. Therefore, for the given MOQ, minimum of 10 boxes have
to be produced for a single product dimension. Hence
the boxes should be made to x10 and x20 dimension
and all the products from x1 to x10 will be packed in
x10 dimension (batch 1) and x11 to x20 in x20 dimension
(batch 2). The space wastage for products packed in
x10 dimension is calculated by adding all the differences in size of the product to the pack i.e., (x10 -x1) +
(x10 -x2) +…..+ (x10 -x9). Similarly, the space wastage is
calculated for the x20 dimension and the total space
wastage is calculated by summing up all the space
wastage of each batch.
For calculating the space wastage for box with
modularity function, maximum sub-assembly
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dimension has to be provided in the program by the
packaging solution providers; here it is considered as
200 mm. With regard to the input, the program starts
executing by considering the x1 dimension as the parent
box dimension and x1 + 200 mm is considered as the
maximum box dimension. The number of product sizes
that fall within the range from x1 to x1 + 200 mm is
taken as the ‘count’ and is checked to find whether the
count is greater than or equal to MOQ, if satisfied then
the product sizes within that range is taken as ‘set 1’. If
not, then x2 dimension will be considered as the parent
box dimension and x2 + 200 mm will be considered
as the maximum box dimension. Whilst checking the
‘count’ with MOQ, the product sizes below the parent
box dimension (x2) is also taken into consideration.
The above procedure is repeated for calculating
all ‘sets’. If any product sizes or range of products
that does not satisfy MOQ, then the left-over product
size(s) are considered as a separate ‘set’ and the
packaging solution provider has to take any one of
the following actions:
1) If the dimensions of the product size are closer to
the product dimension of the last ‘set’ that satisfies MOQ,
then the sub-assembly dimension of the last ‘set’ can be
increased in order to accommodate the left-over sizes
2) If the dimensions of the product size are
outsized to the product dimension of the last ‘set’,
then separate boxes can be manufactured depending on production feasibility
3) If the dimensions of the product size are
outsized to the product dimension of the last ‘set’,
experimentations can be performed by increasing
the maximum sub-assembly dimension.
Once the product sizes are classified into different sets, space wastage can be calculated with respect
to modularity level provided. Depending on the modularity level, space wastage is calculated for each ‘set’
by adding all the dimensional difference of the product
sizes that fall under parent box dimension and subassembly dimension individually and summing up all

the differences to determine total space wastage.
The above discussed topics such as Levels
of Modularity, Space Wastage Calculation and
Optimum Modularity Level are explained with a
sample workflow as follows,
Program Workflow
Step 1: When a set of variable product size dimensions are given as input, the dimensions are sorted
from minimum to maximum as shown in figure 4.
Step 2: The difference between maximum and
minimum product size dimension will be displayed
as “size difference” and only when the size difference is more than 50 mm, the program will ask the
user to provide Maximum Sub-assembly Dimension and MOQ as shown in figure 5.
Step 3: The Product size(s) or range of products
which does not satisfy MOQ level will be left to the packaging solution provider’s decision as shown in figure 6.
Step 4: The product sizes which satisfies the
MOQ level are taken as individual ‘sets’ and the
program asks the user to provide the modularity
level(s) as shown in figure 7.
Step 5: The program executes for the given
modularity level(s) individually to find the dimension and ‘count’ (Quantity) of parent box and subassembly for each ‘set’ as shown in figure 8.
Step 6: The count and the dimension of the
parent box and sub-assembly for different modularity level will be displayed as shown in figure 9.
Step 7: The table determining the space wastage for
different modularity levels and the obtained optimum
modularity level will be displayed as shown in figure 10.
Step 8: A bar chart representing the comparison of space wastage for box with optimum modularity level and box without modularity will be generated as shown in figure 11.
Step 9: A scatter plot representing the count
and dimension of parent box & sub-assembly for
the optimum modularity level will be generated as
shown in figure 12.
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Fig. 4: Step 1

Fig. 5: Step 2

Fig. 6: Step 3

Fig. 7: Step 4
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Fig. 8: Step 5

Fig. 9: Step 6
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Fig. 10: Step 7

Fig. 11: Step 8
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Fig. 12: Step 9
For better understanding, four different cases
of industrial products with variable size dimensions are given as input to the program and the
optimum modularity level is found. The cases are
classified with respect to the number of product
varieties, dimensional change and minimum order
quantity. For all the cases, 200 mm is given as the
input for maximum sub-assembly dimension which
is obtained from the experimental result [2].

CASE I: MORE PRODUCT VARIETY
WITH HIGH DIMENSIONAL CHANGE

given as the input in the program by keeping the
length and height of the box as fixed to the dimension 1000 mm and 600 mm respectively. The
optimum modularity level is found for high and low
MOQ value in order to understand the effectiveness
of box modularity under different scenarios.
High MOQ
The program is executed by entering a high
MOQ value based on the number of product varieties which is shown from figure 13 to figure 18
respectively.

For this case, the input values of variable
product dimension provided is obtained from the
Valve industry [1]. The product size variability in
the width dimension is high compared to the height
and length. Therefore, the width dimensions are

A Dynamic Programming Approach to Determine Optimum Modularity

Fig. 13: Input Parameters
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Fig. 14: Dimensional Calculations for Indiidual Modularity Levels
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Fig. 15: Count and Dimensional Table for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig. 16: Space Wastage Comparison Table

Fig. 17: Program Output - Bar chart comparing the Space Wastage between Box with and without
Modularity
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Fig.18: Program Output - Scatter plot diagram representing the count and dimension of parent box &
subassemblies for the optimum modularity level
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Low MOQ
The program is executed by entering a low MOQ
value based on the number of product varieties which
is shown from figure 19 to figure 24 respectively.

Fig.19: Input Parameters
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Fig.20: Dimensional Calculations for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig.20: (Continued)

Fig. 21: Count and Dimensional Table for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig. 22: Space Wastage Comparison Table

Fig.23: Program Output - Bar chart comparing the Space Wastage between Box with & without Modularity
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Fig.24: Program Output - Scatter Plot Diagram Representing the Count and Dimension of Parent Box &
Subassemblies for the Optimum Modularity Level

CASE II: MORE PRODUCT VARIETY
WITH LOW DIMENSIONAL CHANGE
For this case, width dimension of the steel sheet
coil is taken as the input variable product dimension. The thickness of the steel sheet coil ranges
from 3.16 to 12.7 mm. These coils are manufactured for varying width sizes to fulfill different
end users. As shown in figure 25, the diameter of
the coil determines the width and height of the box
and width of the coil is directly proportional to the
length of the box. Hence, the modularization has to

be adopted in length-side of the box. The steel sheet
can be produced with low dimensional variation of
10 mm for the width sizes ranging from 1010 mm
to1550 mm. With respect to this variable product
sizes, the output is taken for high and low MOQ
value and the optimum modularity level is found.
High MOQ
The program is executed by entering a high
MOQ value based on the number of product varieties which is shown from figure 26 to figure 31
respectively.
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Fig. 25: Steel Sheet dimensions before and after rolling

Fig.26: Input parameters
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Fig.27: Dimensional Calculations for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig.27: (Continued)
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Fig.28: Count and Dimensional Table for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig.29: Space Wastage Comparison Table

Fig.30: Program Output - Bar chart comparing the Space Wastage between Box with & without Modularity
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Fig.31: Program Output - Scatter Plot Diagram Representing the Count and Dimension of Parent Box &
Subassemblies for the Optimum Modularity Level
Low MOQ
The following program is executed by entering
a low MOQ value based on the number of product
varieties which is shown from figure 32 to figure
37 respectively.
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Fig.32: Input parameters
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Fig.33: Dimensional Calculations for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig.33: (Continued)
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Fig.34: Count and Dimensional Table for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig.35: Space Wastage Comparison Table

Fig.36: Program Output - Bar chart comparing the Space Wastage between Box with & without Modularity
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Fig.37: Program Output - Scatter Plot Diagram Representing the Count and Dimension of Parent Box &
Subassemblies for the Optimum Modularity Level

CASE III: LESS PRODUCT VARIETY
WITH HIGH DIMENSIONAL CHANGE
For this case, V8 Ford Engine dimensions are
considered. The length, width and height dimension
of the V8 Engine family is shown in the Table 1.
Looking into the product size dimensions of the
engine family, it is clearly seen that the dimensional
variation between the product families on the length
is zero and the height is minimum. Therefore, on
manufacturing the box, the length and height of

the box can be fixed to the dimension 864 mm and
762 mm respectively. Whereas, producing the box
for the variable width dimension is challenging. In
these cases, modular boxes can fulfill its function
by facilitating customization on the width-side to
reduce space wastage. The program is given with
the input of width dimension of the product family
and the space wastage reduction is found for different modularity levels. Since the product variety
is less, the MOQ is given as same as the number of
product sizes. The executed program is shown from
figure 38 to figure 43 respectively.

A Dynamic Programming Approach to Determine Optimum Modularity

Table 1: Variable Engine Dimensions

Fig. 38: Input parameters

Fig.39: Dimensional Calculations for Individual Modularity Levels
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Fig.40: Count and Dimensional Table for Individual Modularity Levels

Fig.41: Space Wastage Comparison Table

Fig.42: Program Output - Bar chart comparing the Space Wastage between Box with & without Modularity
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Fig.43: Program Output - Scatter Plot Diagram Representing the Count and Dimension of Parent Box &Subassemblies for the Optimum Modularity Level

CASE III: SPECIAL CONSIDERATION
ON SELECTING HIGHER MODULARITY LEVEL
For minimum product variability with high
dimensional change, space wastage could be completely nullified with higher modularity level. Zero
space wastage is achievable with the modularity
level 2 but as discussed earlier producing modular

boxes with subassemblies above the optimum modularity level increases the production quantity and
therefore producing increased number of subassemblies should be considered only when higher efficiency is required on container fleet utilization.
The program output for higher modularity level is
shown in figure 44 and figure 45 respectively.
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Fig.44: Program Output - Bar chart comparing the Space Wastage between Box with and without Modularity

Fig.45: Program Output - Scatter Plot Diagram Representing the Count & Dimension of Parent Box & Subassemblies for the Modularity Level 2
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CASE IV: LESS PRODUCT VARIETY
WITH LOW DIMENSIONAL CHANGE

CASE SUMMARY- OPTIMUM MODULARITY LEVEL

For this case, the product is same as discussed
in case II but different in requirement of the product
variety. The steel sheet coil of thickness ranging from
1.66 mm to 1.75 mm is the requirement here. For
this thickness range, very less product variety width
dimension from 1010 mm to 1050 mm is available.
Producing modular crates for this product variety is
not possible as the product size difference is lower
than the required minimum sub-assembly dimension.
Therefore, the program did not execute further and
displayed the output as shown in figure 46.

All the obtained optimum modularity level for
different cases is summarized and shown in Table 2.
It is clear that the crate with modularity
function performs well for accommodating variable
product sizes. It is apparent that an optimal solution
is achievable with minimum modularity level for
the cases with more product variety of high MOQ
value. In case III, the reduction in space wastage
compared to conventional production method is
evident with minimum modularity level but looking
into the result, it is evident that zero wastage in space
is achievable with increased level of modularity.

Fig.46: Program Input and Output

Table 2: Case Summary for Optimum Modularity Level
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Thus, depending on the production feasibility,
packaging solution providers can increase the modularity level to reduce the space wastage inside the
box which would be highly beneficial in reducing
the total shipment cost.

CONTAINER SPACE UTILIZATION
Improving the unit load efficiency of the
package, container space utilization can be
improved to reduce the transportation cost, number
of deliveries, carbon emission and empty mileage
with respect to shipping less air inside the truck.
One key concern of package modularization is
to improve unit load efficiency when managing

product varieties. This in turn enables the product
manufacturers to avoid moving empty spaces in
the trailer when shipping their products to various
distribution centers. From the program output of
the Case-I with High MOQ, container loading of
modular crates for different modularity levels is
illustrated in figure 47. Different dimensional crates
inside each modularity level is represented in different colors.
In order to understand the effect of package
modularization inside the container, percentage of
improved container space utilization for all the cases
(Cases I to III) are shown in figure 48. Improved
space utilization is projected for all levels of modularity in comparison to box without modularity.

Fig.47: Container Loading of Modular Crates for Different Modularity Levels Obtained from the result of
Case-I with High MOQ
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Fig.48: Improved Container Space Utilization in Percentage for all Cases

CONCLUSION
From the case summary, it is clear that the
dynamic programming developed performs exceptionally well to determine the 1) dimensions of the
parent box and subassemblies for each set, 2) quantities of the parent box and subassemblies for each
set and 3) optimum modularity level for different
scenarios of variable product sizes. From Table 2, it
is comprehensible that the container space utilization can be improved by increasing the modularity
level. Integrating this program into the design phase
at the time of package development for variable
product sizes, the overall lead time can be reduced
which would be greatly beneficial to the packaging
solution providers. Thus, by incorporating modularity function into the package and determining
the right level of modularity, source material reduction by volume can be achieved.
This research can be extended by integrating
different container sizes and determining the right

modularity level in terms of transportation cost and
production feasibility. The developed program in
this paper is based on the modular package architecture customizable in one-dimension and further
research can be made with different modular packaging concepts customizable in multiple dimensions.
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